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ABSTRACT
During dispensing natural gas from natural gas dispenser to NGV car storage
tank, mass, pressure and temperature of the natural gas inside the tank are increase.
Based on Ideal Gas Law, as mass is inversely proportional to temperature, the value
of temperature should be as low as possible to get the maximum value of mass of
natural gas dispensed to the tank. Thus, a temperature control system is invented
using instrumentation equipments available in Natural Gas Test Rig and Industrial
Automation Instrumentation Laboratory and simulated using LabView Data
Acquisition software- A cooling mechanism represented by a fan and a heating
mechanism represented by a light bulb are assembled in order to provide a specific
range of temperature of the tank; if the temperature exceeded the highest limit a
cooling system will starts and if the temperature goes below the lowest limit, a
heating system will starts. While thetemperature is within the range, a PID controller
will control the temperature of the tank to a certainvalue that will maximize the mass
dispenses into the tank.
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Automotive industry is oneof the fastest growing industries in the world. This
results to theproduction of million of highway vehicles that operate every single day
which in turn imposes severe environmental problems to the world. Emissions from
millions of cars and light-duty trucks, almost exclusively operating on gasoline and
diesel fuel, are major contributors to this problem. In addition, heavy-duty trucks and
buses using diesel fuel are major sources of particulates (small unbumed particles of
hydrocarbons andsulfur) and nitrogen oxide emissions in urban areas. Particulates are
a special concern because the public is frequently exposed to them and current
research suggests significant respiratory problems and cancer-causing potential from
particulates (Bechtold, 1997).
Alternative vehicle fuels such as natural gas, methanol, ethanol, propane, and
electricity have long beenproposed as a way to provide significant airquality benefits
over petroleum fuels. However, great interest is given to natural gas vehicle
technology. Significant advances have been made in the past few years that have
highlighted the efficiency and emissions potential of natural gas vehicles. In
transportation sector, natural gas is becoming more important. Compressed Natural
Gas Vehicle (CNGV) has many overwhelming advantages against traditional means
of transportation using gasoline and diesel. Firstly, it brings environmental benefits
because natural gas is completely burnt in comparison to gasoline, alcohol or diesel.
This is why NGVs emit less pollutant, i.e. nitrous oxides (NOx), carbon dioxide
(C02) and especially carbon monoxide (CO). Secondly, the natural gas resource is
more abundant, which makes the fuel cost lower than gasoline. Besides, it is a safer
fuel. As natural gas is lighter than air, in the case of leakage, it dissipates into the
atmosphere, thereby reducing the risk of explosions and fires.
It has long been known that gasoline engines of the type used in automotive
vehicles can, with relatively minor modifications, be made to run efficiently on
compressed natural gas (CNG). Most CNG fuel systems currently in service were
designed to be installed on a gasoline vehicle while retaining the gasoline fuel system.
This bifuel approach allows the driver to change from one fuel to the other by
flipping a switch (the vehicle can only use one fuel at a time), or the vehicle canbe
set upto switch automatically to gasoline when the CNG is depleted. The oldest-style
natural gas fuel systems used the idea of reducing the pressure of the gas coming
from the CNG tanks and employ simple mechanical mechanisms to mix the natural
gas with theair entering theengine. In a normal car, the CNG tank is installed inside
the backcarbootandnatural gasdispensed at the front carbootfrom dispenser to the
storage tank (refer to figure 1.1 below):
t -, ^ 4>", here and goes straight
to the tank inside the
back c?r boot
Figure 1.1: Dispensing natural gas from dispenser at the station to the car
storage
1.2 Problem Statement
To dispensed compressed natural gas (CNG) to a natural gas vehicle (NGV), a hose
from the storage vessels is connected to the tank on the vehicle to be refueled,
allowing CNG to flow from storage vessel to the tank. During the dispensing
operation, pressure and temperature of the car storage tank will increase. According




V = volume in liters
n - molesof gas = mass / molecularmass - m / Mw
P = pressure in atm
T = temperature in Kelvin
R- the molar gas constant, where R=0.082058 Lxatm xmol'l xK"!.




As both pressure and temperature increase during the dispensing operation, we won't
get maximum amount of mass. Thus to maximize the mass dispensed to the tank, we
need to control the value of temperature as low as possible while the pressure
increases.
13 Objectives and Scope ofStudy
13.1 Objectives
1. To study andfamiliarize withthe NVG testrig operation andprocess flow
2. To assemble necessary instrumentation equipments available at Natural Gas
test Rig and Industrial Automation Instrumentation laboratory to be used for
designing natural gas car storage temperature control system
3. To provide PID controller that will control the temperature of the tank to a
certain value that will maximize the mass dispenses into the tank.
13J Scope ofStudy
The scope of this study will focus on designing natural gas car storage
temperature control system using necessary instrumentation equipments available at
Natural Gas test Rig and Industrial Automation Instrumentation laboratory. The
temperature control system willbe simulated using LabView software.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Natural Gas Vehicle
Natural Gas Vehicle (NGV) is one of the alternative fuels for vehicles that
have been considered as a way to provide significant air quality benefits over
petroleum fuels such as gasoline and diesel. Natural gas has unique physicochemical
properties, and there are vast reserves of the material, with a highly developed
network for supplying it from deposits to many regions over major gas pipelines,
which combine with a low price and considerable ecological advantages by
comparison with traditional fuels, all ofwhich make NG a universal vehicle fuel for
the 21st century (Kirillov, 2001).
2.U CNG Vehicle Fuel Systems
Just as tanks have evolved, natural gas fuel systems have evolved
tremendously over thepast few years as thepopularity of natural gas vehicles grown.
The oldest-style natural gas fuel systems reduce thepressure of the gas coming from
the CNG tanks and employ simple mechanical mechanisms to mix the natural gas
with the air entering the engine. Bechtold (1997) indicates that the most advanced
CNG fuel system technology, as found in dedicated CNG vehicles built by vehicle
manufacturers, is essentially the same as the prevalent multipoint fuel injection
systems found in almost all new gasoline vehicles. The primary difference is that the
injectors are optimized to use natural gas instead ofgasoline. Most CNG fuel systems
currently in service were designed to be installed on a gasoline vehicle while
retaining the gasoline fuel system. This bifuel approach allows the driver to change
from one fuel to the other by flipping a switch(the vehicle can only use one fuel at a
time), or the vehicle can be set up to switch automatically to gasoline when the CNG
is depleted. Bifuelconfigurations were adopted for two reasons:
• thedifficulty of incorporating enough CNGfuel storage to equal theoperating
range on gasoline; and
• the scarcity of places to refuel with CNG, other than the home base of the
vehicle.
Auto manufacturers recognize that bifuel CNG vehicles can play an important
role in creating demand for CNG refiieling infrastructure, and have decided to assist
by offering vehicles especially configured to become bifuel vehicles. The only
difference in these vehicles is that a few engine modifications have been made in the
interests of engine durability when using natural gas, and a smaller gasoline fuel tank
is usually installed, creating moreroomfor CNGcylinders.
2.2 Natural Gas Dispensing System
Compressed natural gas is being used increasingly as a substitute for gasoline
for use in motor vehicles. The vehicles are fitted with compressed natural gas
connected to the engine and the cylinder filled at filling stations. These stations are
generally combined withthe gasoline filling facilities andare thustypically located in
residential areas. Twotypes of compressed natural gas filling stations are represented
in use - one utilizing a "slow fill" system and the other a "fast fill" system
(Knowlton, 1989).
Slow fill type filling stations are commonly used by fleet car operators when
the vehicles are available for refilling for an extended period, e.g. overnight. In this
system, gas is fed from the utility gas supply at pressure of typically 20-60 psig,
compressed and delivered at up to 3600 psig to stations having multiple filling
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delivery connections. The delivery connections are connected with high pressure
hoses to the storage cylinder of the vehicle, which when full contains gas at pressure
ofapproximately 3000psig.
Fast fill type filling stations are typically provided for retail use and provide
compressed natural gas on demand so that so that a refilling period pf typically 34
minutes is normal. Gas from the utility gas supply is compressed and fed to the
diverter whichallows the gas to be directed to either storage or a filling station. The
diverter also allows stored gas to flow from storage to the filling station. The storage
pressure is maintained typically between 3200 psigand 3600 psigby the compressor,
with compressor start initiated at the lower pressure and the compressor stop the
higher pressure. If during filling the pressure inthe line from the diverter to the filling
station drops below approximately 3200 psig the diverter will direct gas directly via
the lines from the compressor through the diverter to the filling station. If the pressure
in this line is above approximately 3200 psig, linesare interconnected via the diverter
so that the filling station is connectedto both storageand compressor.
The filling stations are connected to the storage cylinder of the vehicles by
high pressure hoses. Thus, it canbeseen theprimary advantage of thefast fill system
over the slow fill system is the short time period of 3-4 minutes required to fill a
vehicle. This short period is obtained by storing pressurized gas above the cylinder
filling pressure. Typical vehicle storage will contain, when full, approximately 2
cubic feet of compressed gas at 3000 psig. The storage cylinders provided at the
filling stations typically provide 80 cubic feet of compressed gas at 3600psig. During
vehicle filling, with the compressor not in operation, the pressure in the storage
cylinder may fall to 3000 psig and still fill the vehicle. However, if the storage
cylinder pressure falls below this pressure it is not possible to completely fill the
vehicle cylinder. Thus the inventory in the storage is represented by the gas volume
available from lowering the storage pressure from its operating value to
approximately 3000 psig.
2.3 UTP Natural Gas Test Rig
In this project, all the experiments were done at the Natural Gas Test Rig.
Although the scope of this project is concentrated to the natural gas car storage, it is
still important to understand the operation and process flow of the test rig as the test
rig is designed in such that it shall be able to replicate the actual filling condition in
actual filling station.
NGV Dispenser Test Rig consists of storage cylinders horizontally stacked in
metal frame, panel mounted dispenser, slow-filled compressor, gas piping, electrical
control and data acquisition system. The test rig also has been equipped with
necessary and adequate instrumentation system forpurpose of studying and analyzing
flow measurement of natural gas.Theprocess and instrumentation diagram of the test
rigcanbereferred vxfigure 2.1 at thenext page andat Appendix F and G.
23J Process Flow Description ofNatural Gas Test Rig
The high-pressure natural gas is stored inside storage cylinders at 3600 psig.
After the dispenser start button is switched on, the gas flows from the storage
cylinders to the dispenser and finally to a tank which is considered as a vehicle tank.
The sequencing is done automatically via dispenser control and the total amount of
gas flow to the vehicle tank is registered on a display panel. There are four types of
flow meters installed in the dispensing system, which are Coriolis, vortex, differential
pressure and turbine with Coriolis flow meter used as the master reference. While
dispensing gas to the vehicle tank, all process parameters such as pressures,
temperatures andflow rates are being transmitted to a data acquisition system (DAQ).
DAQwill thenprocess the dataand produce tables andcharts.
Recycling system is used to empty the vehicle tankby transferring the gas to
the storage cylinders. This is done via slow-filled compressor that has the inlet and
discharge pressure of 1.25 psig and 3600 psig respectively. Once empty, the
compressor will stopand the next sampling process couldtake place.
B270
Figure 2.1: Simplified flow diagram ofNGV DispenserTest Rig
23J Sections ofNatural Gas Test Rig
The test rig system has four main sections:
1. Supply storage system
The supply storage system consists of nine (9) 55 liters cylindrical
tanks altogether with maximum pressure at 3600 psig (at 70 °C) and
they areall placed in one rack. These tanks are sub-divided into three
different bank systems, low bank (LB), medium bank (MB) and high
bank(HB). LB, MB and HB systems have 4, 3 and 2 cylindrical tanks
respectively. The filling process will start withLB system followed by
MB and HB systems as necessary. This is achieved by sequence
control of solenoid value based on flow measurement.
2. Car storage system
The car storage system is a replicate of an actual car storage tank plus
additional instrumentation systems including the load cell system to
measurethe actual filling weight and imbeddedthermocouples.
3. Flow metering system
Thereare four types of flow meters installedin the dispensing system:
1. Coriolis (MicroMotion CNG050)
2. Vortex (Endress + Hauser)
3. Differential Pressure (Endress + Hauser)
4. Turbine (Hoffer Flow)
with Coriolis flow meter becomes the master reference. At any time,
only Coriolis and anyoneof the three flow meters could be used. Data
from all flow meters is electronically retrieved and stored in a data
acquisition system. The flow metering system is based on mass flow
10
principle intended for comparison of various flow measurement
systems with Coriolis mass flow meter.
4. Recycle and make-up system
This section is to recover and recycle the natural gas from car storage
into the supply storage system. The system consists of a recycle piping
and booster compressors. It is expected a small amount of natural gas
from car storage will be lost during each experiment trial. Thus, the
system is equipped with make-up cylinders to compensate for the
losses.
;Flo\v metering ss stem
Supply storage system Car Storage Tank
Figure 2.2: NGV Dispenser Test Rig
In this project, scopeofthe study is concentrated at section2: Car storagesystem.
Figure 23: Car Storage System
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2.4 Temperature Increasing Phenomena daring dispensing operation
It has long beenrecognized that when a gas is introduced into a tank from a
source of higher pressure, the gas in the tank will increase in temperature. This
phenomena is disadvantageous in situations a pressure tank is desired to be filled to
capacity at a relatively high fill rate. Insuch a case, the length offilling time, is short,
typically a few minutes, compared to the time it takes for the tank and its contents to
stabilize in terms of temperature through heat transfer to surroundings at ambient
temperature requiring typically a few hours. The increased temperature associated
with fast filling processes, in turn, results in a corresponding increase in pressure.
Tims, if a tank is simply fast-charged to its rated pressure from a source at or near
ambient temperature, it willnot contain a full pressure charge when the contained gas
is allowed to cool to ambient temperature (Tison, 1996).
This phenomena is particularly important in the fast filling of CNG fuel tanks
utilized as on board fuel tanks for natural gas vehicles. In this situation, it is
especially beneficial to charge a fuel tank to its full mass capacity since the tank
volume capacity is often limited owing to practical limitation on the available space
on the vehicle. Where a vehicle tank is fast filled simply by charging it its nominal
rated pressure, the tank will, in practice be under-filled in mass by a factor of 10to
15% and often as much as 20%. It is known in certain applications to over-pressurize
a fuel tank during refueling by some amount so that when the fuel cools to ambient
temperature and thepressure drops correspondingly, it approaches a full mass charge.
The general problem is exacerbated when tanks ofdifferent size and different residual
pressures are presented to the filling station for refueling. There exists a need for a
convenient and automatic way of detenriining how much over-pressurizing or other
adjustment is to be made to compensate for the heating of the gas that occurs during
fast filling (Tison, 1996).
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2.5 Ideal Gas Law
The simplest equation that relates mass and volume for gas is the ideal gas equation.
All substances behave according to this simple equation at sufficiently high specific
volume (low density). This is because, at vanishingly low density, the individual
molecules are essentially "point particles", occupying zero volume and never
colliding with one another (Winnick, 1997).
The Ideal Gas Law was first written in 1834 by Emil Clapeyron. The Ideal Gas Law
formula is pretty accurate for all gases as we assumethat the gas molecules are point
masses and the collisions of the molecules are totally elastic. (A completely elastic
collision means that the energy of the molecules before a collision equals the energy
of the molecules after a collision, or, to put it another way, there is no attraction
among the molecules). A gas may be completely described by its makeup, pressure,
temperature, and volume. Where P is the pressure, V is the volume, n is the number






P = pressure in atm
T = temperature in kelvins
R=the molar gas constant, where R=0.082058 L*atm*mol"I*K'1.
The Ideal Gas Law assumes several factors about the molecules of gas. The volume
of the molecules is considered negligible compared to the volume of the container in
which they are held. The gas molecules are also assumed to move randomly, and
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collide in completely elastic collisions. Attractive and repulsive forces between the
molecules are therefore considered negligible.
2.6 ProportionaHntegral-Derivative (PID) controller (Ziegler-Nichols Tuning
Method)
The ability of Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers to compensate most
practical industries has led totheir wide acceptance inindustrial application. It also is
being used due to their relatively simple structure, which can be easily understood
and implemented. The PID then usually integrates into complex control structure in
order to attain a better control performance. From the various complex control
structures, the cascade control system is commonly used because of easy
implementation and also for the purpose of reducing the integral error of disturbance
responses.
The Ziegler-Nichols isone ofthe well-known tuning methods used all over the world.
The advantages of Ziegler-Nichols is it could be applied to process that are not well
modeled by first order with dead time models and also it provides considerable
insight into the effects of all loops elements (process, instrumentation and control
algorithm) on stability and proper tuning constant values. Below is the opened-loop
[4]
tuning correlations of Ziegler-Nichols method shown in Table 2.1 .
Table 2.1: The Ziegler-Nichols opened-loop tuning correlations
Controller Kc ti ta
P (i/Kp)/(T/e) - -
PI (0.9/Kp)/(t/9) 3.39 -
PID (1.2/Kp)/(t/8) 2.00 0.56
♦whereKp is the process gain, xisthe time constant and 9isthe dead / delay time
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Table 2.2: The Ziegler-Nichols closed-loop tuning correlations
Controller Kc Ti td
P Ku/2 - -
PI Ku/2.2 Pu/1.2 -
PID K„/1.7 Pu/2 Pu/8
♦WhereKu is the ultimategain and Pu is ultimate period
2.7 Examples ofTemperature Control System available
Z 7J CSC32 Compact CN9500 Controller inRugged Benchtop Case
' ' y ,|1 i'm", V' ^|.,
Figure 2.4: Compact CN9500 Controller in Rugged Benchtop Case
The CSC32 series compact benchtop controllers are ideal for laboratory use and
applications requiring portable temperature and process control. Pre-wired input and
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output receptacles intherear of the case enable quick and easy connections to power,
input, power output and digital communications. These benchtop controllers are
factory configured and calibrated for a dedicated input type by model number.
The 1/32 DIN CN9500 controller used in this benchtop controller series can be
programmed for either On/Off, or PID Autotune Control (with autotune Feature) via
the front panel or through the use of a PC and CN9-SW communications software.
CN9-SW software is designed to interface with the CN9300, CN9400, CN9500 and
CSC32 Series benchtop controllers with optional communication hardware. Benefits:
1. Time saving benefit and convenience of remotely configuring and adjusting
units.
Saving andretrieving settings to and from files.
2. Highly flexible logging and "real time" charting capability for providing hard
copy QA recordsfor ISO-9000 and other management purposes.
3. Software is capable of logging readings from up to 128 instruments which it
stores in data files.
4. The datacanbe exported into text files in Comma Separated Variable format.
In addition, up to 12 controllers can be displayed on a single chart, or
individual charts can be set up for each instrument.
5. A Virtual Ml color chart recorder can log process variables such as: °C, °F,








Detail study on the operation andprocess flowof
Natural Gas Test Rig Dispenser
*
Necessary equipments usedin the projectare gathered
and assembled at Natural Gas Test Rig.
V
Experiment of temperature control system of natural gas
car storageis conducted
V
Result fromthe experiment then analyzedand simulated
using LabView Data Acquisition software
V
Implement controller such as PID into thetemperature
control system
V
I ml of I \V II
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3.1.2 Procedures
In order to complete this project, there are four critical stages involved. The
first stage is to understand the operation and process flow of Natural Gas Test Rig
Dispenser. The equipments at the Test Rig are built specifically for the purpose of
developing and conducting research for the natural gas dispensing system. Having
understood the operation and process flow, necessary equipments used in the project
such as National Instrument PCI Card NI 6036E, temperature field transmitter and
SDBS Distributor were gathered. All these equipments are available in the Test Rig
and Industrial Automation Instrumentation Laboratory. Experiment of temperature
control system is then conducted. At this stage, the scope of the project has been
narrowed down to the operation involving NGV car storage tank of the Test Rig.
Result from the experiment then analyzed and simulated using LabView Data
Acquisition software. After that, another stage is to implement controller such asPID
into thetemperature control system. Inthis stage, thebest range of temperature inside
NGV car storage compartment to get optimum mass of natural gas injected into the
storage tank during a filling process is determined. Next and last stage, the best
cooling system inside the NGV carstorage compartment to control thetemperature is
recommended.
3.2 Tools and Equipments used
3.2.1 LabVIEWsoftware
LabVIEW is the main software used in this project. With LabVIEW, signals
from plug-in boards, USB devices, and Ethernet-based systems can be quickly
acquired and generated. These Input-Output (I/O) capabilities, combined with special
data types and measurement analysis Virtual Instruments (VI)s, are specifically
designed to get themeasurements you need from your physical sensors asquickly and
easily as possible.
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3.2.2 National Instrument PCI Card NI6036E
The PCI-6036E offers 16-bit synchronized input and output, which makes it
an ideal low cost option for stimulus response. The data acquisition device has 16
single-ended (or 8 differential), 16-bit 1 analog inputs that sample at a maximum of
200 kS/s, two 16-bit analog outputs, eight digital I/O lines, and two 24-bit
counter/timers. With its pretrigger and postrigger modes, the device can acquire data
before and after a digital trigger occurs. Like all E Series devices, thedevice features
the Real-Time System Integration Bus (RTSI) for multiple device synchronization
and ships with a calibration certificate that guarantees the device performs at the
specified accuracy.
The NI6036E, is a National Instrument low-cost 16-bitDAQ device that uses
E Series technology to deliver reliable, 16-bit acquisition in a wide range of
applications. The card is anaccurate and powerful measurement instrument that plugs
intoanyPCI slotin personal computer. Combined withpowerful software, it turns the
personal computer into a measurement system that may be used to automate
experiments, construct product test stands, monitor and control production equipment.
It can produces measurements ofupto 16 channels at a resolution of 16 bits, one part
in 65,536 on oneof 4 ranges maybe taken at rates up to 200,000 samples per second.
Discrete digital bi-directional I/O lines (8) can control relays and solenoids, and
monitor switch and contact closures. Simple and complex triggering of measurements
is handled by the several types of trigger signal inputs and the powerful
programmable trigger logic of the board. Digital events may be used to initiate
measurement (input) process. Powerful software translates a complex capability into
simple-to-understand and configure parameters.
19
Figure 3.1: NI (PCI-6036E)
*Full specifications ofNI (PCI-6036E) canbereferred at appendix B
3.2.3 iTemp TMT162HART Temperature FieldTransmitter
The iTEMP® HART® temperature field transmitter TMT 162 is a two-wire
transmitter with analogue output, two (optional) measuring inputs for resistance
thermometers and resistance transmitters in 2-wire, 3-wire or 4-wire connection,
thermocouples and voltage transmitters. The Liquid Crystal display shows the current
measured value digitally and asa bar graph with an indicator for limit value violation.
The TMT 162 can be operated via the HART® protocol using a handheld terminal
(DXR 275) or PC (COMMUWIN II, FieldCare or ReadWin® 2000 operating
software).
Figure 3.2: iTEMP® HART® temperature field transmitter TMT 162
♦Full specifications iTEMP® HART® temperature field transmitter TMT 162 can be
referred at appendix C
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3.2.4 Compact Thermocouple Thermometer Omnigrad S TMT162C
The temperature assembly TMT 162C from the family Omnigrad S is a
compact thermocouple (TC) thermometer specifically designed to fulfill the
requirements of different process industries such as the chemical, petrochemical, oil
& gas and energy but even suitable to other general purpose applications. The
thermometer assembly TMT 162C consists of a temperature thermocouple sensor
insert (TC type J or K) and anelectronic two-wire Temperature transmitter providing
a 4 to 20 mA output, configurable viaHART® protocol Thanks to the versatility of
its product structure, the TMT 162C is easily adaptable to various applications in
many different industrial processes.
i—
Figure 3.3: Compact Thermocouple Thermometer Omnigrad S TMT 162C
*Full specifications ofSDBS Distributor can bereferred at appendix D
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3.2.5 SDBS Distributor
The Model SDBS Distributor supplies power to a two-wire transmitter and
converts the 4 to 20 mA DC transmitter signal current to two 1 to 5 V DC output
signals. Isolation between input/output and distributor power supply is provided.
Current limiting (to protect against transmitter wiring short circuits) is also provided.
Figure 3.4: SDBS Distributor
*Full specifications of SDBS Distributor can bereferred at appendix E
3.2.6 National Instruments I/O connector blocks CB-68LP
National Instruments I/O connector block is a 68 screw terminals for easy
connection of field I/O signals to any devices. The connector blocks include standoffs
for use on a desktop or mounting in a custom panel. The CB-68LP has a vertically
mounted 68-pin connector.
22
Figure 3.5: National Instruments I/O connector blocks CB-68LP
3.2.7 +5 Vdc Fan
Specifications:
• +5 Vdc
Figure 3.6: +5 Vdc Fan
0.09 Amp miniature cooling fan









A few experiments had been conducted at the test rig throughout this project.
Data of these experiments are used inorder to proof the Ideal Gas Law. Experiments
that have been done were experiment on collecting data of temperature, mass and
pressure value ofthe storage tank during dispensing operation. Below are the results
of the experiment:
4.1.1 Temperatureofthe Tank














Figure 4.1: Graph of Temperature of storage tank during dispensing operation
vsTime
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*Table ofdetails of the Temperature values canbe referred at Appendix A
From the graph above, we can see that the temperature of the storage tank increased
steadily during the dispensing operation. The temperature increases as the gas
expands - high energy produced during the dispensing operation and there isno mean
to take the energy out of the tank. The temperature keeps increasing inside the tank
due to the collisions that occur inside the tank between molecules, as well as between
molecules and the tank's wall.












Mass (kg) versus Time (s)
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Figure 4.2: Graph of Mass of storage tank during dispensing operation vsTime
♦Table ofdetails of the Mass values can be referred at Appendix A
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Figure 4.3: Graph of Pressure of storage tank duringdispensing operation vs
Time
♦Tableofdetails of the Pressure values can be referred at Appendix A
From the graph 4.2 and 4.3 above, we can see that thepressure and mass of natural
gas inside the tank increased in a relatively constant manner as the tank receives an
even amount of gas per unit of time. It is due to the fact that the amount of gas
flowing into thetankis a function of themass velocity of the gas flow. The pressure
and mass of the natural gas inside the tank become constant after about 25 seconds.
At this period, the natural gas inside the tank had reached its maximum capacity at
pressure of20MPa. The flow became lesser which make the incremental ofthemass
become small.
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All three graphs show that all three temperature, mass and pressure of the gas
inside the storage tank were increased when natural gas is dispensed from NGV
dispenser to the storage tank and Ideal Gas Law is proven. In the mean time, the
temperature inside the storage tank needs to be controlled to get the maximum
amount of mass of natural gasdispensed to thetankduring dispensing operation.
4.2 Simulation of the Temperature Control System
4.2.1 Simple Controller
To Digital Output Line 1





Omnigrad S- TMT 162C
Temperature Field Transmitter fTEMf* HART9 TMT 162
Figure 4.4: Equipments assembly for simple controller
There are two simulations done for this project; one is a simple controller
(without PID controller and analog output from the PCI Card) and the other one is
withPID controller. Simulation of simple controller of the temperature control system
was done based on the equipments assembled in the test rig as shown in figure 4.4
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above. The digital output ports used are port 0 and 1. Port 0 is used to turn onthe+6
VDC Relay which will turn onthe light bulb. The other port isused toturn onthe faa
Inorder to provide a specific range of temperature ofthe tank, the light bulb is set to
be acting as a heating mechanism and the fan is set to be acting as cooling
mechanism. There is a Compact Thermocouple Omnigrad S-TMT 162C attached to
the temperature transmitter. The thermocouple is put inside a compartment
represented the NGV car storage tank and will senses the changes of temperature
inside the compartment.
The simulation started with the light bulb turned ON first as the temperature
of the tank is almost the same as the ambient temperature at the beginning of the
experiment. If the temperature exceeded the highest limit a cooling system will starts
and if the temperature goes below the lowest limit, a heating system will starts. The
changes of the temperature during the experiment are simulated using LabView Data
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Figure 4.5: Front panel ofLabView programming of the Temperature Control
System
From the figure of the front panel, we can see that there are a waveform
graph, 2value setters, one analog input chooser and 2digital output choosers. Before
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the virtual instrument (VI) set to RUN, all the analog input and digital outputs must
be set according to their channels. When the VI is running, the value of the
temperature sensed by the temperature transmitter will be plotted in the waveform
graph. Two set of graphs produced from theexperiment can bereferred atfigure 4.7
and figure 4.8. If the temperature value is at below the lowest limit ON lamp
indicator will be triggered and if the temperature value exceeds thehighest limit, ON
fan indicator will be triggered.
The block diagram programming of the temperature control system can be
referred at Figure 4.6. The programming is divided to four main parts. The first part
is analog input part, second part is the temperature limit setting part and thelast parts
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Figure 4.6: Block Diagram of the front panel
From both figures figure 4.7 andfigure 4.8, we can see that the temperature
value does not exceed the highest limit Mid go below the lowest limit set during the
experiment. During both experiments, the temperature started below the lowest limit
as the room where the experiment was conducted is air-conditioned. AVhen the
temperature is at below the lowest limit, the heating mechanism will start until it
reached the highest limit. When it has reached the highest limit, the heating
mechanism will stop and the cooling mechanism will start. The VI can also be
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programmed to the heating mechanism will only start if the temperature goes below
thelowest limit and stop if thetemperature is above thelowest limit.
time (s)
Figure 4.7: Graph oftemperature at the range of26°C to 30°C










Omnigrad S- TMT 162C
Temperature Field Transmitter iTEMP9 HART® TMT 162
Figure 4.9: Equipments assembly for PIDcontroller
Equipments were assembled at the Test Rig. Inthis experiment, inputs are in
form of analog input and outputs are in form of digital and analog outputs based on
the capability of the Natural Instrument PCI Card NI 6036E. The PCI Card is
connected to a connectorblock, National Instruments I/O connector block CB-68LP
which has 68 screw terminals for easy connection of field I/O signals to input and
output devices used in this experiment.
There are one analog input, one analog output and two digital outputs used in
this experiment. The analog input is in form of 1 - 5 Volts coming from the SDBS
Distributor. The Distributor converts the signal of 4 to 20mA comes from the
Temperature Field Transmitter iTEMP® HART® TMT 162 and sends signal of1- 5
volts to the analog input port. The distributor uses AC power supply and it provides
thepower supply for thetemperature transmitter.
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The digital output ports used are port 0 and 1. Port 0 is used to turn onthe +6
VDC Relay which will turn on the light bulb. The other port isused toturn ondie fen.
The light bulb is acting as a heating mechanism and the fan is acting as cooling
mechanism. Analog output port used is port 0. The analog output is controlled byPID
output and itwill vary the speed ofthe other fan. There is a Compact Thermocouple
Omnigrad S-TMT 162C attached to the temperature transmitter. The thermocouple is
put inside a compartment represented the NGV car storage tank and will senses the
changesoftemperature inside the compartment.
Simulation of the temperature control system was done based on the
equipments assembled in the test rig as shown mfigure 4.9 above. In order to provide
a specific range of temperature of the tank, the light bulb is set to be acting as a
heating mechanism and the fan is set to be acting as cooling mechanism. The other
fan will control the temperature inside the compartment to the setpoint value setby
PID controller.
The simulation started with the tight bulb turned ON first to indicate the
dispensing operation is started. Temperature will increase when the light bulb turned
ON as the light bulb provides heat inside the compartment. While increasing, if the
temperature exceeded the highest limit a cooling system will starts and if the
temperature goes below the lowest limit, a heating system will starts. Both heating
and cooling mechanism will provide a range of allowed temperature inside the
compartment and while the temperature is within the range, PID controller will
control thetemperature value to achieve a steady state value as set in the setpoint.
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4.3 Simulation Results










Set point, T (°C)
Figure 4.10: Process Model BlockDiagram for Temperature Control System
For this project, there is one process model that needs to be identified and
obtained in order to design the process loop in temperature control system. The
temperature will be the only loop as the PID system has only one loop. To start the
PID experiment, the temperature process model needs to obtain from the plant
experiment. From the experiment, the temperature will be controlled through the on
and off bulb and fans. Therefore, the manipulated variable will be the speed of the
second fan and the controlled variable is the temperature inside the compartment.
The desired result from plantexperiment is a process reaction curve of a first-
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Figure 4.11: ProcessReaction Curve.
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Among the acceptance criteria for the process reaction curve obtained is that
there should be no disturbance occurrence, which can be verified by returning the
manipulated variable's value back to the initial value and ensuring that the controlled
variable also returns to its initial value.
The next step is to determine the model parameters using Method I orMethod
II (the latter is preferred since it gives more accurate result). The model parameters
are:
TABLE 4.1: Model Parameters Calculation
Parameter Description Calculation (Method 11)
Kp Process Gain
Kp - A/ 5,where A= magnitude of
change in MV
X Time Constant T = 1.5(t63%-t28%)
0 Dead Time 0 —t©% ~T
In designing the PID controller for temperature control system, the correct
mode of controller needs to use. In this case, the temperature loop must have the
proportional mode to get enough response and rapid action. Thus, the mode that
should beuse isP+L The integral mode isvery important inorder to reduce the offset
to zero. Ifno integral mode, the process variable is impossible tokeep to the set point.
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43.2 Temperature curve with PIDcontroller
Figure 4.12: Theresult of simulation for temperature curve withPID controller
Fromthe resultof the simulation, the graphshowsthat the temperature, which
is the controlled variable, CV is successfully controlled and returned back to its set
point, SP (which isset at 28°C). PID controller controls the temperature by adjusting
the speed of the fan so that any deviation of temperature will be brought back to its
set point. It took the temperature more than 1minute toreach steady state value.
The red line represents the highest limit of the temperature and the blue line
represents the lowest limit. From the graph we can also see that the percentage of
overshoot, %OS is about 40% and it is acceptable. The response reach the peak time





















Figure 4.13: The resultof comparison for mass curves beforeand after applying
the temperature controller system
From graph of results' comparison of mass dispensed into the tank during
dispensing operation above, we can see that the curve of mass dispensed into the tank
with temperature controller system (the pink dotted line) is a little bit steeper than
curve of mass dispensed into the tank without temperature controller system (the
black dotted line). The mass dispensed into the tank achieved its maximum value





The temperature control system is able to control the temperature of the NGV
storage tank inside the car compartment to get the maximum mass during the
dispensing operation. Temperature of the tank during the operation is maintained for
a specific range as if thetemperature exceeded thehighest limit, a cooling system will
start and if the temperature goes below the lowest limit, a heating system will starts.
While the temperature is within the range, a PID controller will control the
temperature of the tankto a certain value thatwillmaximize the mass dispenses into
the tank.
During the dispensing operation, temperature will increase rapidly and
becauseof this, there is no need of a heating system inside the car compartment. The
important thing to be put inside the car compartment is a cooling system. In the
experiment at the TestRig, a +5V DC fan usedto coolthe temperature inside the case
represented NGV car storage tank. However, a fan is not suitable to be installed
inside a car compartment. Thus, a better cooling system is recommended to be
installedinsidethe car compartment to cool the NGV storagetank.
5.1 Recommendation: cooling system inside the car compartment
In the new cooling system, the storage tank inside the back car boot will has a case
covering the tank. There is a piping inside the case which is connected to the coolant
tankat thecar engine compartment. The coolant willcirculate inside the case the cool
down the tank during dispensing operation.
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Coolant piping from the
case to the car engine
compartment
.Valve to control coolant going inside
the external case
Pressurejjaug
Temperature Sensor xtemal Case containing coolant
' ^spf^SPacovering the tank
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Table A.1: Temperature of storage tank during dispensing operation





























Table A.2: Mass of storage tank during dispensing operation


































Table A.3: Pressure of storage tank during dispensing operation










































Successive Approximation type, min 200kS/s
Conversion rate.
16 bits, l-in-65536
16single ended /8 differential, Software selectable
±10V,±5V, ±500mV, ±50mV, Software selectable
Internal counter — ASIC. Software selectable time
base:
• Internal 40MHz, 50ppm stability
• External Source via AUXIN<5;0>,
Software selectable.
External convert strobe: A/D CONVERT
Software paced
Software selectable option, burst rate = 5uS.
External digital: A/D GATE
External digital:
Programmable, active high or active low, level or
edge
External digital: A/D START TRIGGER
Am STOP TRIGGER
External digital: Software-configurable for rising
or falling edge.
Pre-/Post-trigger: Unlimited number of pre-trigger
samples, 16Meg post-trigger samples.
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ADC Pacer Out Available at user connector: A/D PACER OUT
RAM buffer size 8K samples I
Data transfer DMA
Programmed I/O 1
DMA Modes Demand or Non-Demand using scatter gather.
Configuration Memory Up to 8K elements. Programmable channel, gain, 1
and offset I
Streaming-to-diskrate 200kS/s, system dependent
Accuracy
200 kS/s sampling rate, single channel operation and a 15-minute warm-up.
Accuracies listed are for measurements made following an internal calibration. They
are valid for operational temperatures within ±1°C of internal calibration temperature
and ±10°C of factory calibration temperature. Calibrator test source high side tied to
Channel 0 High and low side tied to Channel 0 Low. Low-level ground is tied to
Channel 0 Low at the user connector.
Settling Time
Settling time is defined as the time required for a channel to settle to within a
specified accuracy in response to a full-scale (FS) step. Two channels are scanned at
the specified rate. A —-FS DC signal is presented to Channel 1; a +FS DC signal is
presented to Channel 0.
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Same range to same
range
±10V 5uSmax * 1
±5V 5u,Smax * 1
±500mV 5uStyp * 1
±50mV * 5u-Styp
Parametrics
Max working voltage (signal +
common-mode)
±11V




Small signal bandwidth, all ranges 413 kHz
IInput coupling DC
IInput impedance 100 GOhm in normal operation.
2 kOhm typ in powered off or overload
condition.
Input bias current ±200pA
Input offset current ±100pA
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Noise Performance
Table AI below summarizes the noise performance. Noise distribution is determined
by gathering 50K samples with inputs tied to ground at the user connector. Samples
are gathered at the maximum specified single-channel-sampling rate. Specification
applies toboth single-ended and differential modes ofoperation.
Table AI —Analog Input NoisePerformance
Range Counts LSBrms
±10V 1 0.7







Auto-calibration, calibration factors for
each range stored on board in non-volatile
RAM.
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Onboard calibration reference DC Level: 10.000V± 5mv. Actual
measured values stored in EEPROM. J
Tempco: 5ppm/°C max, 2ppm/°C typical
Long-term stability: 15ppm, T = 1000 hrs,
non-cumulative 1
Calibration interval 1 year
Digital Input / Output
Digital Type Discrete, 5V/TTL compatible
Number of I/O 8
Configuration 8 bits, independently programmable for input 1
or output. All pins pulled up to +5V via 47K
resistors (default). Positions available for pull
down to ground. Hardware selectable via
solder gap.
Input high voltage 2.0V min, 7.0V absolute max
Input low voltage 0.8V max, —0.5V absolute min
Output high voltage (IOH = -
32mA)
3.80V min, 4.20V typ
Output low voltage (IOL = 32mA) 0.55V max, 0.22V typ
Data Transfer Programmed I/O
Power-up / reset state Input mode (high impedance)
Counter Section
User counter type 82C54
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Number of Channels 2
Resolution 16-bits
Compatibility 5V/TTL
CTRn base clock source
(Software selectable)
Internal 10MHz, Internal lOOKHz or
External connector (CTRn CLK)
Internal 10MHz clock source stability 50ppm
Counter n Gate Available at connector (CTRn GATE).
Counter n Output Available at connector (CTRn OUT).
Clock input frequency lOMHzmax
Highpulse width (clockinput) 15nsmin
Low pulse width (clock input) 25nsmin
Gate width high 25ns min
Gate width low 25ns min
Input low voltage 0.8V max
Input high voltage 2.0V min
Output low voltage 0.4V max
Output high voltage 3.0V min
Power Consumption
+5V 0.9A typical, 1.1A max. . Does not include power
consumed through the I/O connector.
+5V available at I/O
connector
1Amax, protectedwith a resettable fuse
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Environmental
Operating Temperature Range 0to55°C
IStorage Temperature Range -20to70°C
1Humidity 0 to 90% non-condensing
Mechanical
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SPECIFICATIONS OF ITEMP® HART® TEMPERATURE FIELD
TRANSMITTER TMT 162
The iTEMP® HART® temperature field transmitter TMT 162 is a two-wire
transmitter with analogue output, two (optional) measuring inputs for resistance
thermometers and resistance transmitters in 2-wire, 3-wire or 4-wire connection,
thermocouples and voltage transmitters. The LC display shows the current measured
value digitally and asa bargraph with anindicator for limit value violation. The TMT
162 can be operated viathe HART® protocol using a handheld terminal (DXR 275)
or PC (COMMUWINII, FieldCare orReadWin® 2000 operating software).
The iTemp TMT 162 HART temperature field transmitter has now been
cleverly combined with a compact thermocouple (TMT 162C) and a compact RTD
assembly (TMT 162R) for maximum versatility. These compact devices are easily
adaptable to a wide range of applications throughout the process industries, from
power and pulp and paper to more arduous environments encountered in
petrochemical and oil and gas applications. The backbone ofthese compact devices is
the TMT 162 HART field transmitter.
Reliable and robust, the TMT 162 offers the maximum in functional safety
with EMC immunity toNAMUR NE 21 (insensitive tomotors and generators), signal
on alarm functions to NAMUR NE 43 and basic requirements to NAMUR NE 89
(providing information onsensor input corrosion and excess ambient temperature).
In addition, the TMT 162 is ATEX certified (Ex ia, Ex d, Ex nA) for
hazardous area use and stainless steel housing is available as an option, offering
excellent protection in harsh environments. The TMT 162 features a brilliant rear-
illuminated display: measured values can beeasily read from a distance orindifficult
conditions - day or night. Set-up is quick and easy and can be done online, so there is
no needto disconnect the measuring pointwhenre-programming.
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The loop-powered TMT 162 has 2000v galvanic isolation and a dual
compartment for simple sensor connection. The large gold-plated terminals are
suitable for cables up to 2.5 mm2, for use ina wide range ofapplications. In addition,
redundant temperature measurement is possible via the dual sensor input, enabling
automatic switching inthe event ofsensor failure to mimmize downtime.
Application
1. Temperature field transmitter with HART® -protocol for converting various






3. HART® -protocol for operating the device onsite using handheld terminal
(DXR275/DXR375) or remotely via the PC
Input
1. Measured variable: Temperature (temperature linear transmission behavior),
resistance and voltage
2. Measuring range: The transmitter records different measuring ranges
depending onthesensor connection andinput signals.
3. Type of input:
Table Bl: Type ofinputs of iTEMP HART temperature field transmitter TMT 162
Input Designation Measuring range limits Min. span
Resistance PtIOO -200 to 850 °C (-328 to 1562 °f) 10 K




-200 to 250 <€ (-328 to 482 °F> 10 K
Pnoo -200 to 649 °C (-328 to 1200 *F> 10 K
to J ISC 1604-81
(a = 0.003916)
Nil 00 -60 to 250 *C (-76 to 482 <F) 10 K













Designation Measuring range limits Min. span
• Type ofconnection: 2-wire, 3-wire or4-wire connection
• With 2-wire circuit, compensation ofwire resistance possible(0 to 50 ft)
• With 3-wire and 4-wireconnection, sensor wire resistance to max. 50 Q per wire














to IEC 584 part 1
10 to 400 £1




















































• Accuracy of cold junction: ± 1 K
* Max. sensor resistance 10 kQ (if sensor resistance is greater than 10 kii. error
message as per NAMUR NE89)
Millivolt transmitter
(mV)
-20 to 100 mV 5mV
Output
1. Output signal: Analogue 4 to 20 mA, 20 to 4 mA
2. Signal on alarm
i. Underranging: Linear drop to 3.8 mA
ii. . Overranging: Linear rise to 20.5 mA
iii. Sensor break; sensor short-circuit (not for thermocouples TC):
<3.6mAor>21.0mA
3. Load: Max. (Vpower supply-10.5 V) / 0.022 A (current output)
4. Linearization/transmission behavior: Temperature linear, resistance linear,
voltage linear
5. Filter 1st order digital filter: 0 to 60s
6. Galvanic isolation: U = 2 kV AC (input/output)
7. Inputcurrent required: <3.5mA
8. Current limit: <23 mA
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Figure B2: Design and Dimension ofiTEMP HART temperature field
transmitter TMT 162 (front view)
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131,5(6.18)
Figure B3: Design andDimension of iTEMP HART temperature field
transmitter TMT 162 (side view)
Display Element
Figure B4: LC display of the field transmitter (illuminated, rotable in 90° stages)
Item 1: Bar graph display in 10 % stages with indicators for overrangmg /
underranghig
Item 2: 'Caution' display
Item 3: Unit display K, °F, °C or %
Item 4:Measured value display - height ofdigits 20.5 mm (0.807 in)
Item 5: Status and information display
Item 6: 'Communication' display
Item 7: 'Programmingdisabled' display
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14. Aluminium or Stainless steel (optional) housing with ingress protection
degreeIP67 or NEMA 4x
15. Explosion certifications according to ATEX (EEx d and EEx ia), FM and
CSA(ExdandExi)
16. Calibration certificate canbe ordered together withthe assembly
Areas of application
1. Chemical andpharma/chemical industries
2. Petrochemical industry
3. Oil & Gas industry
4. Energy industry
5. Waste burning treatment
Function and system design
1. Measuring principle
In the thermocouple thermometer the sensing element is created by the physical
junction of two homogeneous but different alloys (wires) isolated for the entire
length, except in the junction point. The two wires are welded on one side, named
'measuring or hot junction', while the other free wires side, named 'reference or cold
junction' is connected to an electrical circuit measuring the electromotive force
(mVolts) generated by the different thermoelectric characteristics of the two
thermocouple wires when atemperature difference between the hot junction (Tl) and
the cold junction (TO) occurs. This thermoelectric effect isnamed Seebeck effect and
the TO temperature must be referred to the 0°C as reference point. The function
linking the electromotive force to the temperatures Tl and TO depends on the
materials utilized in the alloys (Ni, Cr, Fe> Cu,). These functions are standardized
curves, for different alloys couples, by the following international norms DIN EN
60584 (Europe) and ANSI MC96.1 (North America).
2. Equipment architecture
The compact temperature assembly TMT 162C consists of a thermocouple sensor
(TC type J or K) mounted on a fully programmable HART® protocol transmitter
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which belongs to the iTEMP® fomily. The sensor construction is based on the DIN
EN 60584 standard, giving high reliability and performance in all the typical
industrial environment conditions.
The TC sensing elements are created by two types ofalloy couples: the type J (Iron-
Constantan or Fe-CuNi) or the type K (Chromel®-Alumel® or NiCr-NiAl). The
measuring ranges of this temperature sensing elements have different values
depending on the couple types. The sensing element (hot junction) is located on the
tip ofthe sensor. The measuring probe (TC replaceable insert) must be installed in a
suitable thermowell. Thanks to thespring load construction method, the thermometer
insert stays always in contact with the inner tip of the thermowell in order to
guarantee the best heating transfer from the process to the sensing element.
The transmitter housing is available either in aliwriinium (double color painted) or in
Stainless steel (optional), with orwithout LC display. The way inwhich it fits to the
thermowell and the cable gland ensures a minimum IP65 (Ingress Protection) grade.
The thermowell (to be ordered separately) can be either bar-stock or welded tube
fabricated, depending on the specific application. The thermowells are available in
different forms and with many process connections threads, flanges or weld-in types
(see the paragraph "Thermowell"). Endress+Hauser has a full range ofthermowells
for theTMT 162C assembly, according to thevarious specific application.
3. Material
Transmitter housing is in painted aluminium or stainless steel.
Sensor stem: SS 316L/1.4404.
4. Weight
From 1.5 to 5kgfor standard options (aluminium housing).
5. Electronics
The TMT 162C output signal isa4 to 20 mA (or 20 to4mA), in2-wires technology.
In case of sensor breakage, the transmitter can set the output signal value above the
maximum (21 mA) or below the minimum (3.6 mA). A dual input functionality is
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also available: two input signals coming from two different TC elements can be
managed as difference, average or redundancy. The TMT 162C transmitter can be
configured through the HART® protocol by means of the operative "hand-held"
DXR 275 (Universal HART® Communicator). For the two wire powering of the
TMT 162C in the hazardous areas, Endress+Hauser produces suitable electronic
supply modules, galvanically isolated and specifically designed for the intrinsic safety
interfacing. For any further details or information on the iTEMP transmitter please
refer to the relevant documentation (see Tl codes at the end of this document). The
electronic module compact thermometers such as the TMT 162C, should not be
exposed at very high ambient temperature exceeding the maximum working




• transmitter without display -40^85°C (-40-185°F)
• transmitter withdisplay -30-70°C (-22-158°F)
ii. Storage temperature
• transmitter without display -4(M00°C (-40-212°F)
• transmitter with display -40+85°C (-40-185°F)
iii. Process temperature
Could be limited by the thermowell.
2. Maximum process pressure
Maximum pressure values at various temperatures are indicated in the Technical
Information of the different thermowells (see Tl documentation codes at the end of
this document).
3. Maximum flow velocity
The maximum flow velocity to which the TMT 162C can be exposed reduces with
the increasing ofthe immersion length ofthe sensor inside the flow. The maximum
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flow velocity depends on the mechanical and construction characteristics of the
thermowell itself, on the fluid characteristics and on the working conditions (pressure,
temperature). For the choice of the proper thermowell according to the process
conditions, flow velocity, etc. you are kindly requested to contact the Sales office of
Endress+Hauser in your country.
4. Accuracy



















(ItI~absolute temperature value in °C)
5. Measurement range
• Thermocouple sensor type J -40...750°C
• Thermocouple sensor type K -40...1100°C
6. Response time
Tests in water at 0.4 m/s (according to DIN EN 60584; 23 to 33°C step changes),
only on the TC insert:
• T50 2.5 s
• T90: 7 s
7. Insulation
Insulation resistance between terminals and probe sheath above 1 GQa 25°C





The Omnigrad S thermocouple thermometer model TMT 162C can be mounted on
the wall ofpipes or vessels or other plant parts that may be necessary. In the case of
ATEX/FM/CSA certified components (transmitter + insert), please refer to the
relevant documentation (Tl code at theendof this document).
The immersion depth may have aneffect on the accuracy ofthe measurement. If the
immersion is too low, an error may be generated in the temperature detected due to
the lower temperature of the process fluid near to the walls and the heat transfer,
which takes place through the sensor stem. The incidence ofsuch an error can be not
negligible if there is a big difference between the process temperature and the
ambient temperature. In order to avoid this source of inaccuracy, the thermowell
should have a small diameter and the immersion length(L) should be, if possible, at
least 100^-150 mm. In pipes of a small section the axis line of the duct must be
reached and ifpossible slightly exceeded by the tip ofthe probe (refer to figure CI A
- C). Insulation ofthe outer part ofthe sensor reduces the effect produced by a low
immersion. Another solution may be a tilted installation (see figure CI B - D).
In the case of two-phase flows, please pay special attention to the choice of the
measurement point, as there may be fluctuations in the value of the detected
temperature. With regard to corrosion, it's important to choose the right base material
of the thermowells. In case that the sensor components are disassembled and thanre
mounted the proper assembling torque must be applied in order to guarantee the
original tightness and ingress protection inthe coupling sensor-housing.
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Figure CI: Examples of installation
System components
1. Housing
The housing of the TMT 162C is a dual compartment container. One compartment
includes the electronics of the transmitter and the LC digital display (optional) while
the second compartment, mechanically separated but electrically cabled to the first,
contains the terminals for the electrical interface (for the TC sensor and output current
4...20 mA with HART® protocol) and the cable entries. When necessary, the display
can easily be rotated with 90 degrees angle rotation thus adapting the display to the
different local visualization needs. The housing is available either in painted
aluminium (blue-grey E+H corporatecolors) and, optionally, in stainlesssteel.
The ingress protection of the TMT 162C housing is IP67-Nema 4x; the electrical
cable connection for the signal output 4 to 20 mA is available in different versions
(1/2"NPT, M20xl.5,). The standard coupling sensor-housing is realized through
1/2"NPT thread, thus granting an IP65 ingress protection.
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2. Extension neck
The extension neck is the mechanical interface between the process connections of
the sensor and the housing. The function of the extension neck is to separate the
electronics from the high temperature of the process. It is normally made of a tube
assembled to various fittings (nipples, union) suitable to adapt the temperature sensor
to the different thermowells existing in the plant or available from the E+H catalog.
The neck material is usually SS 316L/1.4404.
The standard lengths (N) and the extensionneck versions are selectable amongst the
following options:
- 52 mm (only 1/2" NPT, type L)
-102 mm (nipple+union, type LU)
- 96 mm (mpple+coupling,type LC)
- 144 mm (nipple+union+nipple, type LUN)



































The compact thermometer TMT 162C can be assembled to a thermowell separately
ordered or already existing in the plant. To this scope the extension neck is available
with different forms and executions. In order to easily select the right mechanical
fitting for the thermowell you are kindly requested to use the table list and the ML
values described at the chapter "Probe".
4. Probe
In the TMT 162C compact thermometer the probe is made by a mineral oxide insert
(MgO) which shall be assembled to a temperature thermowell (thermowell to be
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ordered separately). The length of the sensor is freely selectable inside the predefined
lengths range (50 to 990 mm). Sensors exceeding the 990 mm length canbe ordered
separately after technical analysis of the application. The immersion length (ML)
must be defined as a function of the type and length of the relevant Thermowell. In
case of spare inserts to be ordered please read carefully the following table (table
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ML = A -10
APPENDIX E
SPECIFICATIONS OF SDBS DISTRIBUTOR
The Model SDBS Distributor supplies power to a two-wire transmitter and converts
the 4 to 20 mA DC transmitter signal current to two 1 to 5 V DC output signals.
Isolation between input/output and distributor power supply is provided. Current
limiting (to protect against transmitter wiring shortcircuits) is alsoprovided.
I——~>-
oiiiiuiLiniuj i)tl;.;
Figure Bl: SDBS Distributor
Input Signals .i.^Oci^i
• Input: Used with 24 V DC, 4 to 20 mA, 2-wire transmitters (four points)
• Leadwire Resistance (between transmitter and distributor):
Ex : Transmitter maximum on-load voltage drop
Note*: Distributor nuriimum(no-load) output voltage - Maximum no-load voltage
drop.
A9NKLM3XSAJ ^w...U, J.. .....'. ii .. . i i
Output Signals
• Output: 1 to 5V DC (one output per input)
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• Load Resistance: At least 2k O.
Isolation
• Loop Isolation Type: Input signal is not isolated from output signal. Input
signal and output signal are isolated from distributor power source - i.e. inter-
loop isolation.
Mounting and Appearance
• Mounting: Rack mounting.
• Wiring
1. Signal Wiring: ISOM4 size (4mm) screws on terminal block.
2. Power and Ground Wiring
i. 100 V version: JIS C 8303 two-pin plug with earthing contact (IEC A5-
15,UL458)
ii. 220 V version: CEE 7 VII (CENELEC standard) plug (/A2ER).
• Cable Length: 300 mm.
• External Dimensions: 180 (H) x 48 (W) x 300 (D)
• Depth behind panel (mm)
• Weight: 1.7 kg (including case)
Standard Performance
• Accuracy: ±0.2 % ofspan
• Transmitter Supply Voltage (from distributor): 25.0 V DC to 28.0 V DC.
• Transmitter Power Supply ON/OFF Switch: Separate switch for each
transmitter.
• Maximum Power Consumption:
1. 210mA with24 VDC supply,
2. 11.6 VA with 100 VAC supply,
3. 14.6 VA with 220 VAC supply.
• Insulation Resistance
1. Between I/O terminals and Ground: 100 M / 500 V DC
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2. Between Power and Ground: 100 M__J00 V DC
3. Between Loops: 100 M_500 V DC
• Dielectric Strength
1. Between I/O terminals and Ground: 500 V AC for 1 minute.
2. Between Power and ground: 1000V AC for 1 minute (100 V version)
1500 V AC for 1 minute (220 V version)
3. Between Loops: 500 V AC for 1 minute
Normal Operating Conditions
• Ambient Temperature: 0 to 50 °C
• Ambient Humidity: 5 to 90 % relative humidity (noncondensing)
• PowerSupply: Two versions, for "100 V" (standard) or "220 V" (option
• Both versions may use AC or DC, without change to the instrument:
Version 100 V 220 V
DC(no polarity) 20 to 130 V 120 to 340 V
AC(47to63Hz) 80 to 138 V 138 to 264 V
Accessories





















> Transmitter 1 (Input 1)
^Transmitters (Input3}












y Output 1 {Transmitter 1)
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^Output 3 (Transmitter 3}
> Output 2 (Transmitter 2)













BILL OF MATERIAL FOR NGV TEST RIG
INSTRUMENTATION WITH TAG REPRESENTATION
ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY MATERIAL/SPECIFICATION

















VALVE, BALL OASIS P/N: BV506-NT






























SWAGELOK P/N: SS-4R3A1 SET O 3750PS1G
SWAGELOK P/N: SS-4R3A SET O 3950PSIG
8185 VALVE, REUEF
VALVE. REGULATOR
SWAGELOK P/N: SS-RL4M8F8 SET C 1Q0FSIG
B190 JOROAN P/N: JHR Cv=*0.6 SET C 150PSIG
B200 VALVE, REGULATOR JOROAN P/N: JHR Cv-0.6 SET 9 3QPSIG

































































EKC 4X55LWC 3600PSIG LOW BANK
EKC 3X55LWC 3600PSIG MEDIUM BANK
EKC 2X55LWC 360QPSIG HIGH BANK
MICROMOTION P/N: CNG050S239NCAZEZZZ
HQFFER P/N: 3/4X3/4-25~CB~1RPR~MS~CE
ENDRESS + HAU5ER P/N: 0N25 P.N250
ENDRESS + HAUSER P/N: 7QHS25-D0020B18100
MICROMOTION P/N: 2700ni8BFEZZZ
HOOFER P/N: HrT2A-3-B-C~X*~FX
ENDRESS + HAUSER P/N: PMQ235-MB588EM3C
ENDRESS 4- HAUSER P/N: 70HS25-DOP2081810Q






A5HCR0FT 2-1/2" DIAL 0-60" H20
ENDRESS + HAUSER P/N: TMT162-CZ.1 231 AAA.
METTLER TOLEDO EX APPROVED, 0-5 50KG
FUEL MAKER P/N: FMQ-Z-36
1 FUEL MAKER P/N: FMQ-8-36
1 KRAUS P/N: 09 N28AGUCGMS-0
1 ENDRESS + HAUSER P/N: RSG10-B162C21BB.
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